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	Short Term Goals: - Play an entire soccer game without getting distracted and leaving field

- Get ready for school by herself without help from Mom

- Be able to play independently while Mom works for one hour.

- Raise hand to ask questions in class



	Long Term Goals: 
- Display appropriate coping behaviors when upset

- Follow instructions during class at school


- Complete homework independently and without reminders



	Behaviour Therapy: - Skills based intervention with behavior therapist based at school

- Parental training (8 weeks total)

- CBT one-on-one (8 weeks initially)
	Pharmacological: None at this stage
	OtherComplementary Treatment: - Referral to child dietician 
	ParentCaregiver Name: Alice Rowe
	Home: - Implement actions from parental training course

- Incorporate skills based behavior therapy tools at home for continuity across home and school

- Take Sally to school 15 minutes before first bell so she can get settled with her behavior therapist

- Responsible for Sally's  soccer kit in the short-term
	School: - Hire skills based behavioral therapist

- Provide extra time in tests for Sally

- Add in 5 minute stretch breaks for whole class for classes over one hour
	Other: - Soccer coach to complete Vanderbilt templates each practice session


	Additional Clinican NotesRow1: - Sally's parents appear invested and motivated to help their child achieve her goals

- Sally's school has had similar cases of children with ADHD and have a behavioral therapist who has worked with them before.

- I will see Sally in two weeks for a review of our plan
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